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Flavor Select (FS) Splash Plate Decal Update
Technical Bulletin Reference No. 2108-001

Beginning September 2014, PN 06-3194, the FS splash plate instruction decal will be obsolete and replaced with PN
06-3194/01. The obsolete instruction decal does not address the FS’s new blend/dose capabilities, (refer to Technical
Bulletin: 2102-002). The FS’s new dosing capability is an optional feature that the retailer can choose whether or not to
utilize. The new instruction decal will not ship installed on the unit so that the operator can choose whether or not to
include the dosing portion of the instruction decal on the unit. The updated decal will ship along with the unit in the
installation kit, to be applied during installation and accommodate the operator’s decision to just use the blend function of
the Flavor Select or both the blend and dose functions of the unit.
Important notes:
•

Instruction decal Obsolete PN 06-3194

•

Instruction decal New PN 06-3194/01

BEFORE CHANGE

Pictured: Obsolete decal installed on
the production line

AFTER CHANGE

Pictured: New decal delivered uninstalled
in the included installation kit

ICDI Drain Fitting Update
Technical Bulletin Reference No. 2108-002

The PVC drain fitting currently used on all Lancer Ice Cooled Drop In units that connects the drain in the cold plate
with that of a drain hose which disposes the liquid from the melted ice, is expensive, has a poor chemical resistance, is
prone to stress cracking, and has a low tensile strength level.
As of September 2014, Lancer will begin using a nylon based drain fitting.  The nylon fitting is less expensive to, has a
much higher chemical resistance, is less prone to stress cracking, and almost doubles in tensile strength. This new drain
fitting will not only heighten the overall functionality of the unit, but also promotes Lancer’s green initiative by switching
from PVC, a less biodegradable material, to nylon, a much more eco-friendly material.

Pictured: Obsolete PVC Drain Fitting

Pictured: New Nylon Drain Fitting

